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Incite Tax - Profit Advisors
I hate it when guides start with a
congratulations! So i'll wait until the end to say
it. Based on how I titled this guide, I’m making
the assumption that no matter where you are
currently at in your box, you want a little or a lot
more profitability and financial health.
Over the past 6 years we have met hundreds of
affiliate owners who were offering a valuable
service but who seemed to just be scraping by.
We have witnessed so much passion with so
little profitability. I can tell you it is not always
about getting more members, or getting the
newest rowing machine, or doing what the guy
down the street is doing, or lowering prices, or
raising prices, or the hundreds of other things
we’ve all seen.
But it can ALWAYS be about focusing on
profitability.
Now I know what you’re thinking: “Hold on you
money grubber! It’s about the community!” I
promise profitability and your community are
not two separate concepts.
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And I will argue that profitability and your
community are the same thing. You can’t
actually serve your community if you don’t
have profit. You can’t stay in business for very
long if you don’t have profit.
And if your focus is on being profitable, you
will make better decisions on how many
members you should be adding, which new
equipment is worth it, what you should be
charging for your programs, and if you should
add other programs. This guide will give you
actionable steps you can take to focus on your
profitability.
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1) Begin With The End In
Mind
The first step to 10x Your Box Profitability is to
determine the lifestyle you want and how
your gym can pay that.
Have you ever thought about what a perfect
day looks and feels like for you? I know you
are just starting this, (and are probably stoked
to get all the golden nuggets this guide
contains), but I’d like you to do this exercise.
I promise this is intentionally placed first
thing. Set a timer for 5 minutes. Imagine what
your “best day ever” looks like and write it
down. We have provided a worksheet (on the
next page) that will help you think about this
special day. Again, this should only take 5
minutes. Don’t overthink anything. Write
down the first things that come to mind.
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On the next page you'll find some questions to
fuel your thoughts.
Now, I first want to submit to you that this
ideal, best, most amazing day ever will change
as you continue to upgrade yourself and your
business. So don’t get caught up in trying to
figure out what this perfect day looks like thirty
years from now.
Think about tomorrow. What does this day
look like tomorrow if everything was working
the way you wanted it to and if money were
not an issue.
I promise the rest of the amazing golden
nuggets you are going to get in this guide will
be here for you when you are done.
Seriously stop reading and make sure you did
that 5 minute exercise.

The Most Amazing Day Ever Exercise
Instructions:
There are only a few rules to make this as effective and powerful as possible.

#1 Set a timer on your phone for 5 minutes.
#2 Trust your gut through the process and use the questions as needed to spur some thoughts and ideas
for you.
#3 This exercise is meant for you to describe your most AMAZING day and eventually be able to come up
with how much income you will need to achieve this best day ever.

Step 1 – Describe Your Perfect Day Routine
Morning

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

What does your morning look like? What time are you waking up? What do you do first thing? What
would be the most perfect morning routine? Is it heading to your box? Is it getting your own sweat
on? Is it reading something that intrigues you? What type of breakfast are you eating? How was that
meal prepared? Did you prepare it fresh yourself? Did someone else make it for you? Are you making
time for yourself? Doing something with a group of friends or members? Are you working on your
business?

Afternoon___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
What does your lunchtime look like? Are you eating alone or with others? What are you doing in the
afternoon? What types of services are you using throughout the day that makes it perfect? What
types of professionals are you associating with?

Evening ____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

What are the things you are doing for fun? What time are you going to bed? Do you have an end of
day routine?

STEP 2 – How much does it cost?
Now that you’ve listed out what your perfect day looks like, it’s time to consider how much income in
general you will need to pull off the best day.
You don’t need to get super specific with little details like how much a certain protein bar costs you
during a morning routine, but look at what you wrote down and consider an estimated actual cost for
each time of day. After that you’ll need to add them up to get a total cost for the whole day.

Morning $___________________
Afternoon $___________________
Evening

$___________________

TOTAL

$

The total number you placed in this box is your LIFESTYLE COST. This is important as you will use it in
just a second to calculate some critical information and a specific road map on how you get to your
BEST DAY!

LIFESTYLE COST $__________________

As you look at your WRITTEN DOWN amazing
day, now you want to think about how much
money is needed to pull it off. (Which you should
have already done).
Look, no one has the “best day ever” every day.
But the image you just created lets you know
what type of lifestyle you desire and what that
lifestyle will cost. And that is the ultimate goal
of this exercise; the cost of your desired
lifestyle.

What is that Lifestyle Cost number?
How much take home do you need in order to
achieve this lifestyle goal?
Put this number into a monthly figure. I’m now
going to ask you to do some math. Some geeky
accounting crap. I’ve made it simple, but you
may need to psych yourself up like I have to
before the WOD countdown.
We’ve provided the above worksheet that you
should've already filled out as I explain more
about it with these next steps.
Take this monthly figure and divide by 30%.
Instead of boring the crap out of you with some
accounting talk, I'll just say that we are taking
into consideration all the other expenses your
business has by doing this simple math
problem.
Whatever your monthly take home figure
divided by 30% represents how much monthly
business revenue you should be shooting for to
pull off a life of many perfect days.
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2) Control the Business
to Meet YOUR Needs
Now consider your ideal number of athletes.
100, 150, 200, 300? Divide your monthly
revenue number (which you just figured out)
by your ideal number of athletes.
Congratulations you have now figured out
what your average revenue per customer
(ARM) should be and you have basically
become an accounting ninja in the process.
(See worksheet on next page)
Sometimes during this process, affiliate
owners feel a strong desire to whip us with a
jump rope or smash our face with a kettlebell
because we are telling them that this is what
their ARM should be… yet we haven't even
started talking about their services. Shouldn’t
we have started talking about the services you
offer before coming up with a price? No!

1)

What is your desired monthly take home?

$_________________ Desired Take Home
Divide the above number by 30% (Desired Take Home

0.30)

= $_________________ Needed Monthly Business Rev
2)

What is your desired # of members?
_________________ Desired Members

Divide “Needed Monthly Business Revenue” by Desired
Members (NMBR
Desired Members)

= $_________________ Average Rev per Member (ARM)
Now, figure out a service package that
justifies that price.

So after ducking out of the way of that kettlebell,
(we do Crossfit, so it makes us nimble) we explain
to the affiliate owner that what we just did is very
intentional.
You need to first figure out the ARM and then
choose the service packages that justify that
price. Too many owners make the mistake of
starting with what they currently do or what they
could currently do and put a price on that. That
really handicaps a business and doesn't serve the
members of their box or serve the owner
themselves.
We believe the purpose of your business should
be to serve your life. (Of course in the process
you serve your community and change lives). But
the focus has to be on controlling the business
to meet your needs. If you don't do that, your
business will evolve into something you don't
want; into something that was created without
intention...
What you are doing right now for yourself is
giving intention to the purpose of your box.
Now that you know what your ARM is, identify the
combination of services you do that make that
price point worthwhile for your member.
You also want to create at least one other
offering at a lower price point and then another
at a higher price point. We aren't saying to only
limit your services to three offerings.
The point we are trying to make is because the
number we've come up with is the AVERAGE
revenue per member, you will have some that
pay more and some that pay less than the
average. But the ARM you determined at first
should be the core starting point to determining
your services.
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You have now given yourself a very clear and
19
accurate target on how your box can pay for
your desired lifestyle. And, assuming you did
the amazing day exercise, you also have strong
motivation now for pulling it off.
It’s also very important that you have a cash
flow management system in place that makes
sure paying yourself as the most important
employee of the business happens first. Too
many owners wait to see if there are any
crumbs left over before they pay themselves.
That is backwards thinking! And, without a
plan, you’ve given up the “control” in not only
how much you get paid, but also IF you get
paid.

3) Be Selective With
Your Services
When you are thinking about putting together
your services, there are tons of options on what
you can charge for. Group WODs, Olympic
lifting, mobility, gymnastics, Pilates, Yoga,
Nutrition, Kids programs, guns and buns,
female only, male only, personal training,
apparel, and probably a shiz load more of other
options.
There are so many options in fact that the
average affiliate owner really screws this part
up.
Most started their box because they fell in love
with Crossfit. After becoming an affiliate, most
did NOT then create a plan to make their box
profitable. In fact, in the early years and for a
really long time (at least a decade) the word
"profit" was considered sacrilegious. How dare
you talk about an ugly word like "profit"? As if
the mere mention of the word took away from
the social purpose, community building, and life
changing benefits the box owner was providing.

Having said that, you are not average. You are
extraordinary! I know that because you found this
guide! So you aren't going to screw this up. You
are going to come up with a plan so that you don't
become distracted by every shiny object that
crosses your path….. Squirrel!
How does a box owner know what programs to
offer? While you will end up with more than
three...you need at least the Big 3. That's group
WODs, nutrition, and personal training.

Big 3 Programs

Those struggling boxes deserve an A for effort.
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They were at least trying to find other revenue
streams. It wouldn't be too uncommon for one of
these gyms showing 90% or more of revenue from
the group training to have 3 to 7 other "revenue
streams", except that each attempt is generally
only 1 to 2% of total revenue.
And the worst part is, if you look at the money
and time that goes into all those other attempts,
those 3 to 7 other revenue streams were not
profitable. Meaning the owner would have been
better off not offering them at all.

The big trap that happens with this is the "no plan
WOD's
Nutrition- shiny object" syndrome, which is just a fancy way
to say "desperation". When that feeling sets in
Personal
(and without a plan) they start chasing any
Training
"golden" opportunity (or shiny object) that they
see.
Every successful box we have come across has
these three services as an important part of their
service offerings. And they aren't just things that Where we are located in Salt Lake City, there is an
are offered. Each service by itself is profitable, and affiliate that earns 60% of their revenue with Krav
each service is around 20% or more of their total Maga memberships.
revenue.
Guess what happened?
In contrast, the not as successful boxes we have
come across that had the monthly membership
A ton of local gyms decided that because that
for group WODs at more than 90% of their
gym was having so much success with Krav Maga
revenue were all struggling. In these owner's
that they should provide that service too. Not
defense, some of them didn't know they were
surprising that those gyms didn't earn any
struggling. They were paying the bills...as in the
significant amount of revenue on this new
gym's bills. But we define "struggling" when the
program. In fact, with the costs associated with
business is living paycheck to paycheck, the
getting the new program up and going plus
business isn't paying the owner's taxes, and the
specialized coaches, they lost money. They would
owner isn't making a marketable wage for the
have been better off not getting distracted by the
insane amount of hours being put in. (There is a
shiny object.
cash flow management system that makes
owner’s pay marketable, has the business pay
If you hear about a box down the road making a
taxes for the owner, and provides consistent
killing on some program, I promise you that they
profit distributions for the owner. No more
have a plan. Do not attempt it in your own box
“struggling” business owner.)
without a plan. I'm not saying don't look at it as an
option. But it should be part of YOUR plan if you
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are going to do it.

4) Cut the Fat
Is there a box owner out there that doesn't
have a stack of t shirts and tank tops from
when they first opened? That sitting apparel
represents stagnant cash - cash that is not
doing a damn thing for you.
Do you have a shelf full of protein powder or
kill cliff drinks sitting around just hoping that
nothing expires or that sitting in a plastic
container for 10 years won't change the
flavor. (Stagnant inventory is your members
communicating to you they aren't interested
in it.)

Look at the revenue you make then subtract
ALL the expenses directly associated with the
service. For example, on T-shirts, your price
to your member minus what you bought
them for (Figure 2). Revenue from the
program minus what you pay the
coaches (Figure 3). If there is special licensing
involved then you need to include that as
well. This exercise of looking at the revenue
and subtracting the direct costs is getting you
to your "profit margin" (See Figure 1 from
Graphic on NEXT PAGE)

Quick tip - if you are selling apparel or
supplements, find a company (and they exist)
that allow you to do pre sales and they
handle the rest. It's the best way to make
those profitable, and your time commitment
on that is so small because they provide easy
to follow steps for you to maximize your
revenue on it.

Congratulations, you are on your way to
becoming an accounting nerd.

Another quick tip - If you have apparel or
supplements that have been sitting there for
a while...like 3 months or more...do a
discount bargain sale give-a-way
extravaganza one time limited offer holiday
sale. Get rid of that stuff and commit to
never do anything without a pre sale first.
Now back to your regularly schedule
program. How do you know if you’ve added
too many programs, products and services?
You need to look at your existing revenue
streams and figure out if you are making
money on them or not.
How do you know if you are making
money on the service or not?
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Another thing you need to take into
consideration when looking at each revenue
stream, is how much of your time is involved.
(If an office helper or coach is involved, that
cost should already be included in your
“profit margin”). So compare your "profit
margin" to your time commitment and then
decide if that revenue stream is worth
keeping.
We already established that nutrition and
personal training need to be services you
offer. But if the exercise above has these two
showing up as revenue streams not currently
worth your time, then you need to improve
your systems and services because these
should be working well for you.Fixing these
two services should be your priority.
On all the other revenue streams, feel free to
completely eliminate them. Just stop offering
them. It's not worth your time and you are
actually losing money by offering it.

Total Revenue

-

Expenses

=

Profit Margin

Figure 1

T-Shirt Sales
Athlete

Owner

T-Shirt Company

Figure 2

Group WOD's
Athlete

Owner

Coach

Figure 3

6) Don’t Hire Coaches - 1 9
Contract Them
As you consider your existing profitable
revenue streams and the new profitable ones
you are going to add, you are probably going to
need coaches.

5) Focus Comes First
Once you’ve trimmed the fat - the unprofitable
revenue streams and services - and maximized
the profit of what’s left, it’s time to start to add
new revenue streams. But before you get sucked
back into what looks cool, sexy and shiny, take a
breath and remember this mantra: Focus Comes
First.
When adding a new potential revenue stream,
focus on one at a time. JUST ONE! You have to
believe this. I know you are special and can do
things differently than every other human on the
planet, but on this one...please just do one at a
time.
The best way to figure out the next service to add
is to ask your best and favorite members. Hear
me on this please. I'm not saying ask all your
members. Just your favorite ones. If you are
providing services that your favorite members
want, then it stands to reason that people similar
to your favorites will also like the services.
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Are you going to have full time coaches or part
time coaches? Your choice here can affect your
profitability. Full time coaches tend to need
more income because they are trying to
provide for their own lives and part time
coaches tend to just want one or two classes a
week to teach because they just love doing it.
Full time coaches have a better chance of
establishing the culture you want where part
time coaches each might have their own way of
doing things. There isn’t any data out there
that says whether full time or part time is the
best choice for your profitability. But there is
data that shows the structure of their
compensation is what affects profitability.
The important thing about whether your
coaches are part time or full time is that part
time coaches are much more likely to be able
to be classified as independent contractors
where full time coaches are more than likely
going to have to be employees.
I need to explain something technical here so
please bear with me. And since you have the
willpower for Murph, I know you can handle
some more nerdy stuff.
This matters because of payroll taxes. As of
right now, that payroll tax is 15.3%. I won't go
into the boring history of payroll tax. I just want
you to know that this is a tax the government
forces you to pay because of the fact you are
providing jobs and a living to other people.

You have the privilege of giving the government
money because you are paying other people. The
way it works is they make the employee pay half of
the payroll tax (7.65%) and you pay the other half
(7.65%). This payroll tax only applies to you if your
coach is an employee.
That payroll tax is a real expense that is added on
top of what you pay your coach. This is why the IRS
loves it when you pay your coaches as employees.
But just because the IRS loves it doesn't mean your
coaches are always employees.
If your coaches are considered contractors, you
don't pay any of that payroll tax. You just pay the
coach what they earn and that's it. It's simpler and
saves you actual cash because you aren't paying a
pointless payroll tax. On top of that, your coach as a
contractor can now write off things like
transportation costs to get to the gym, cell phone to
be accessible to potential clients, and much much
more. They actually pay less in overall taxes also.
Keep in mind that there are 24 factors that
determine if your coach is an employee (w-2) or a
contractor (1099). You have 100% control over
designing the relationship with the coach so it's
totally up to you on how you do it. As a 1099,
you save money. As W-2, you pay a tax that is
avoidable. Just follow the 24 factors and you will be
fine.
While the focus of this guide is on profitability, we
are tax and accounting experts in the affiliate owner
space. If you are struggling with the structure of
your relationship with coaches, one session with us
would give you enough info on how to legally
structure your coaches as contractors. We’d charge
for saving you thousands of dollars of course, but it
would be a great investment.

You can schedule a time to chat with us here.
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7) Control Coach Costs1 9
Your coaches, regardless if w-2 or 1099, are
one of your two largest expenses. So it is
super critical to make sure your coach cost is
efficient and you get value back from the
coaches for their pay.
Their pay will probably vary depending if the
coach is full time or part time. If a coach is
full time and you want to keep them around
a while, their pay needs to be able to support
a living for them. Plus, it’s likely that someone
you are willing to hire full time has good
experience under their belt, which would
also justify a higher pay.
Part time coaches are going to be somewhat
different. Their pay doesn’t necessarily have
to support a living since being part time
means by default they are doing other things
in addition to coaching. So the pay for a part
time coach is probably going to be mainly
based on their experience.
A solid method on paying your coaches for
group WODs, whether full time or part time,
is to pay a flat rate per class. (A bad method
is an amount per member in each class.)
Your coaches appreciate a flat rate per class
because it makes it easier for them to predict
how much money they are going to make.
For services other than group coaching, like
nutrition or personal training or programs
the coach wants to create themselves, you
should consider paying them a percentage of
your profits. This gives them incentive to
grow that service while making sure you will
always get a profit out of it.

With the coaches pay being such a large
expense for all boxes, it’s critical you keep the
cost under control. The suggestions I just
mentioned like flat rate per group class,
percentage of your revenue on other services,
and monitoring the profitability for each class is
critical to keeping your coaches cost under
control.
For part time coaches, this review of whether
you are making enough profit off their efforts is
pretty straight forward since you can connect
their pay directly to the income they brought in.
Full time coaches can be a little more tricky to
determine the value you are getting from them
because full time employees are generally paid
for their time instead of for results. So you’ll
need to figure out all the things the full time
coach is doing for you (since they probably
aren’t just teaching classes) to see if the coaches
pay is justified.
Another quick tip - If you ever notice that you
are not profitable on a specific class time or a
specific service, then you either need to stop
doing that service or class, raise your fees, or
lower what you are paying the coach.

8) Maximize Your Rent
Expense
The other expense that is most likely one of
your 2 largest expenses is rent. You gotta
maximize the crap out of your space. In
ZenPlanner’s 2016 survey, their data shows that
the industry leaders have 26 square feet per
member while those owners struggling have 42
square feet per member.
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What this means is that if you have 5,000 sq ft
of space, then you want about 190 members
before you even consider moving to another
space. If an affiliate that is struggling had
5,000 sq ft, they probably only have 120
members, and they would probably be
considering moving spaces.
I’ve heard some seasoned affiliates talk about
how they started off with a couple hundred
square feet of space or smaller. One guy was
in such a small space that he sometimes
would do personal training on the landing of a
set of stairs.
You squeeze as many members into your
space before you give yourself permission to
look at a bigger one.

You also want to make sure you have an
attorney review any lease you are thinking
about signing. It's worth the couple hundred
bucks because you do not want to get stuck in a
bad lease or a space that has strict noise
conditions. If you find yourself in a situation
where you are already stuck in a bad lease,
consider sub leasing the space to a
complimentary business to offset some of your
own expense and then…..get to marketing.
Bring in more clients to maximize that space.

9) Spend Smart on
Marketing
You have happy members and they naturally
spread the word about your box. That being
said, everyone’s “natural” way of referring is very
unique to them: a few are legendary at sharing
the word while others just bring it up when
asked what they do for fitness. Regardless, at
some point, the word of mouth source of new
members slows down and you won’t be able to
create the box you want without some type of
marketing effort.
Most affiliates we come across are spending on
average of $150 to $250 per month on
“advertising,” solely using Facebook for their
efforts and have no idea if the money they are
spending is worth it or not.
In order to be profitable, you need to know the
return you are getting on your spend. In our
business we have a spreadsheet we use that
tracks 21 marketing sources. Client referrals is
just one source for new business. On the
sources we spend money on, we track how
many prospects we are getting from it and how
many of those prospects become clients. We
also don’t spend money on every one of those
21 sources.
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But when one of those “free” sources shows
promise, we see if putting money into it will give
us better results.
And to further dig into making sure our marketing
dollars are bringing in new business, Google,
Facebook, Linkedin, and other sources allow you
to track the results of every single campaign. If
you don’t want to waste your marketing dollars,
you need to know how each specific ad is doing.
This can be very time consuming. I used to do ALL
the marketing for our business. It took up a ton
of time. I eventually needed to assign a team
member to do the marketing. I was in a position
that I could afford to have a full time team
member focus on marketing. The affiliates we
come across aren’t usually in that position.
So the normal response is, the owner continues
to do the marketing themselves. Spending the
$150 - $250 per month not really knowing if it that
money is an investment or a waste.
You need to know what your marketing dollars
are doing. You should know that it takes a ton of
time to become a marketing expert. You should
also know that outsourcing your marketing to an
expert is a good decision.
However, when I say outsourcing your marketing,
I’m not suggesting outsourcing your marketing
strategy. You know what your box needs to do.
You know who you want coming through your
door. You know what programs you are starting
and what programs you want to market. You own
the strategy and when you want marketing to
happen.
Outsource the execution of your marketing to
experts…..and make them show you the results
they got. (And for the love...have a great process
so that when a prospect walks in the door you
close them as a new member.)

10) Find The
Disappearing Cash
Once you get your costs in line for coaches, your
box, and your marketing, you need to get the
“unseen” costs in line too. You will have costs
that need to be cut. But facing these costs can
be hard to do because they seem like a
necessary part of the business.
At some point you deemed every expense as a
worthy expense. You wouldn’t have taken on
the cash - out - flow if you didn’t think it was
worth it. And now you have to go through each
expense and see if it was a good decision or bad
decision to bring on. Plus, the fact that you
already justified the expense as worthy once,
makes it that much more difficult to cut.
You have to literally look at every single cash out
flow. And ask yourself these 4 questions.

1. Are you getting value from
the expense?
2. Is there another way to
achieve the same outcome
without spending any money?
3. Is there another way to get
the same result by spending
less money?
4. Does the expense serve
your top members or top
services?
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BONUS TIP: Be an
Owner not an
Operator
We don’t usually hear any argument from
affiliates when they are advised to get out of the
day to day operations and work on the higher
level functions of the box. I’m sure you’ve heard
this advice like get rid of all low value functions,
cleaning the floor, coaching all the classes, doing
the marketing, paying bills, doing their
accounting, etc.
The disconnect we feel that happens is that most
of those advisors aren’t explaining that this is a
process and not an event. It’s more like a sunrise
or sunset and less like a light switch.
The health of your business determines the
speed at which you can make this transition. The
transition needs to be made for sure, but do it at
the right speed. If by hiring a coach, you can no
longer pay yourself the living expenses you need,
then you can’t afford that coach yet.

Final Activity to
Start Growing Profit
Faster

STEP 2) After you have a list, you can sort the list
into tasks from “easiest and least expensive to
outsource” to “hardest and most expensive to
outsource”. (See worksheet below).

STEP 1) Make a list of all the things you do for
the business.

Start by replacing yourself on the low cost items.
This frees up time which allows you to spend that
time doing higher value activities which then
should bring more profitability to your box. Thus
giving you momentum and means to be able to
outsource the more expensive tasks like
coaching.

The simplest way to do this (simple but not
necessarily easy) is keep a pad of paper with
you for a week to a month and every time you
do something write it down.

STEP 2) Transitioning Out Activity
Easiest to Outsource

Hardest to Outsource

Activity
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Cost to Outsource
1

2

3

4

5

$

1

2

3

4

5

$

1

2

3

4

5

$

1

2

3

4

5

$

1

2

3

4

5

$

1

2

3

4

5

$

1

2

3

4

5

$

1

2

3

4

5

$

1

2

3

4

5

$

1

2

3

4

5

$

1

2

3

4

5

$

WHERE TO FOCUS
FIRST?
Congratulations, you’ve finished this Quickstart Guide to 10x Your Box
Profitability.
If you’re honest with yourself, you probably have some work to do in a lot of
these areas... and that can feel pretty overwhelming.
If you want a streamlined custom plan on where to start, we have a FREE 5
Day Foundational Program that will guide you step-by-step on how to get
started. This will give you a snapshot of where your business is and where it
should be.
Similar to when you see someone who lost weight, you have the picture of
the fat guy, pasty white, and lots of body hair right next to the new version
slim, athletic, tan, and completely shaved. Find out which guy your business
is now!

Click here to get started!
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